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I’m Zayd. I’m a designer and illustrator from Nottingham (hence 
the greeting above) and now based in London. I’m a designer, 
focused mainly on producing meaningful experiences through 
web, product and system design.

Outside of my main focus of digital design, I’m still able to work 
on projects which involve things like creative direction, print 
design, illustration and motion, often on projects which excite me 
and that I’m passionate about.

Take a look at some of the things I’ve worked on, Say hello and 
give me a shout if you’re interested in working together.

Ay up duck!
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Raremark

Problem

Users and target audience

Role

How might we help people affected by rare disease learn about their condition, share their experience and take part in research?

The users and target audience were people affected by rare disease, primarily patients, parent/carers and family members. The user base mostly 
consisted of people in the US and Europe but did include people from other parts of the world. This meant a great emphasis on accessibility and 
inclusivity.

User goals and needs ranged from people knowledgeable in their condition, and therefore wanting to take part in research (find a cure) and be advo-
cates, to people who were recently diagnosed, knowing little about their disease and wanting to learn more and find their community.

The ideal experience involves a web/mobile app that can be a ‘one-stop-shop’ for all their information needs relating to rare disease. This could 
include life-hacks, tips, discussions as well as information on research opportunities.

Their pain points include lack of access to information, the information not being plain-language and difficult to understand and similar resources 
lacking in personalisation and sort of delight and consistent engagement.

Existing technology and information sources include mobile and desktop devices (most users on mobile) and websites like The Mighty, Rareconnect 
and Inspire.

Working here for a number of years, my role and responsibilities evolved over time. During my time, I worked with a senior designer, user researcher 
as part of the design team, and closely with the product owner, engineers and QA as part of a wider product team. Other stakeholders included con-
tent, research and analysis, business development and clients. My responsibilities included: 

UX Research - This involved stakeholder information gathering, identifying needs and facilitation to define problems

UX Design - Mapping user flows and experiences, sketches and documentation

Visual design - The finalised UI, look and feel of features to be implemented

Interaction design - Design of states and how users engage and interact with the site

Prototyping - Useful for stakeholder meetings and facilitation, as well as communicating with developers

Design language system management - Establishing and championing the design language system, as well as maintenance and improvements

Content and marketing support - Producing social and print materials, including reports, social media posts and infographics
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Design system process

Outcome
My contributions, as part of a small talented team of designers, bore great outcomes for Raremark. The platform is able to help people affected 
by rare disease, with an accessible and user-friendly experience and user interface.

My specific contributions help lay foundations and grow the user’s ‘projects’ experience as well as contributions across the platform. As for the com-
pany, establishing a design system that can scale as the company does has proven to have great value.

As part of my role here, I was responsible for establishing the Raremark design language system, and championing the system with the company 
recognising the value to the business. 

This firstly involved mapping out a structure for the system and establishing design principles, which was heavily inspired by Atomic design. From 
here, we (the design team) could audit the current state of the site and fit what was to remain into the structure. Components could then be iterated 
on based on established principles such as coherence and accessibility. Patterns could then also be identified.

This structure could then translate to a Sketch library for designers to refer to, a Zeplin style-guide for engineers and Confluence documentation for 
the wider company. Processes, meetings and quality control checks were also established for maintaining the system.

Product design process
To describe the process for features, the example I’ll use is my involvement in features allowing our users to take part in research projects such as 
surveys and longitudinal studies.

The problem was identified by the product owner, who would hand the problem to me for definition and research. This would involve stakeholder 
information gathering with stakeholders such as business development, research and analysis and user research. The result would be research boards 
with notes from these gathered, looking at considerations, assumptions, contextual notes etc.

Next would be the UX design, producing user flows, low-fidelity prototypes, sketches and wires to further facilitate discussions until the experience 
had been agreed on with all key stakeholders. Also important was identifying how features could be tested and consider success metrics.

Following this was the UI design, including visuals, interactions and hi-fidelity prototypes. This would be done in Sketch, with discussions at this point 
including the engineers. Once the designs were signed off and the technical handover complete, development could begin.

Rounding out the project was auditing the designs in order to update the design system, putting and guidelines around the new components and 
patterns.
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Tudor Reilly Health

Problem
How might we better inform and educate the health industry of the services that Tudor Reilly Health can provide?

Users and target audience
The users and target audience for the Tudor Reilly website are potential clients; pharmaceutical companies and contract research organisations. They 
will typically arrive at the site having heard of Tudor Reilly Health already, or from Google searches (SEO), or through our social media activity.

Role
Whilst the brand was established, my role for this was to work worth various stakeholders in order to produce the desired outcome of a complete 
re-design of the website. The stakeholders included researchers, content writers, business development, marketing and engineering.

Process
For the research phase, stakeholder meetings to understand the problem we were addressing was key. In these, my role was facilitator, guiding us to 
the key insights we needed to progress. These meetings included competitor analysis and keyword analysis, as SEO was something identified to be 
important. With all this stakeholder information, it allowed me to write user stories/journeys and mapping out the site, working closely with engineers. 
Visual research was the last part of this phase, developing mood boards.

 

Next came generating ideas, including sketches, wireframes and design of UI components. Once the wireframes and the visual direction of compo-
nents and elements were agreed, working the designs up to finalised UI was next to do.
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Outcome
Working closely with engineering and QA through-out the development process, the result was a complete redesign of the brochure site. All stake-
holders were satisfied with the new site, with greater hierarchy and a more modern visual language able to communicate most effectively with the 
target audience. The re-design resulted in more enquiries and business leads.
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Xperiome

Problem
How might we present data to the life sciences community in an insightful and engaging way?

Users and target audience
The target audience were people within the life sciences community. This includes people working in pharmaceutical companies (big and small), 
biotechs, researchers and academics interested in how patient data can be used to further research and the development of new medications.

Role
Whilst the brand was developed by a talented teammate of mine, my role for this was to work worth various stakeholders in order to produce the 
desired outcome of a short animated data report. The stakeholders included researchers, business development and marketing.

Process
Once the script had been agreed amongst the stakeholders and the data sourced, my job was to first research into how best to visualize data for 
the given target audience. Next, storyboard the video based on the script provided. Consideration to scale was given early on, thinking how I could 
potentially develop components and assets which could be re-used for future videos. Once storyboards had been agreed on with the stakeholders, 
production began, working with various Adobe CC apps to produce the outcome.

Outcome
The outcome was a slick, two and half minute video presenting data and findings from our research team, having conducted surveys with patients. 
The information was topical at the time, speaking on clinical trials in 2020 (given the pandemic) and was presented using data visualization and info-
graphics. The result was able to generate conversations with the life sciences community leading to opportunities for collaboration.
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KITES Study

Problem
How might we help children and doctors better discuss and open up on pediatric depression?

Users and target audience
There were tow audience, one for each of the produced materials. The intended user and target audience for the activity book was 7-11-year-old 
children enrolled on a clinical research study looking at pediatric depression. The audience for the shared stories were 12-17-year-olds affected by 
depression. These were not part of the study design and therefore were only used to help the young people open and talk about what they were 
going through with their clinician.

Role
My role was to work with the relevant stakeholders to produce the required print materials. Stakeholders included copyrighters and project managers.

Process
Once the concept and initial content outline had been agreed, research began. This included research the topic of pediatric depression itself, to un-
derstand our audience. Useful during this was working with an individual who shared the experience of going through depression as a teen, and was 
even willing to share diary illustrations as reference for our materials. We also had to do research for the activity book, knowing the kind of activities 
suited for 7-11-year-olds. After the research phase was done, production began, using Adobe CC apps to produce the print materials. Numerous 
rounds of amends took place to reach the final result agreed with all stakeholders and the client.

Outcome
The first outcome was a children’s activity book for 7-11, produced in both English and Spanish. The story was about a young girl having a dark cloud 
hanging over them, and talking about this with those around help relieve it somewhat. The intention being that the story and along with fun little 
activities would help children open up on what they were going through with those around them. The second outcome was a book for 12-17 year 
olds filled with real life stories of people who had gone through what they had, complete with illustrations. Finally, these materials were leveraged for 
further print materials such as posters and leaflets.
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Bloome Box

Problem
How might we develop an identity to connect and provide for people of colour interested in Ayurvedic herb products?

Users and target audience
The intended target audience is women of colour, who care about their body’s health and health of their hair. Women passionate about self-care and 
self-love. Women passionate and proud to support and engage with black-owned business.

Role
This was a freelance job, my role was the sole designer in this project. Working with the client closely was crucial, and my responsibilities were, brand 
identity, illustration, packaging design and website design.

Process
After agreeing the required work with the client. Research was needed first. This involved interviews with potential users to help develop personas. 
With an understanding of the target audience and user, generating ideas for the brand could begin. After agreeing the chosen direction with the 
client, production could begin. This started with the brand identity, then progressed on to packaging and finished with an e-commerce site.

Outcome
The outcome was a fully realized brand capable of reaching and engaging with the target audience and user. This extended to social media which 
would help build the brand’s presence. Packaging was also produced, in keeping and aligned with the brand. Finally, an e-commerce site was pro-
duced, which could act as the hub of operations for the client, allowing for sales, information and engagement.
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Hard Food

Problem
How might we help inform and educate audiences on the history and legacy of the UK urban music industry?

Users and target audience
The audience for this was fans of the UK Urban music scene, encompassing genres such as Grime, UK Rap, Drill, Garage and more. Generally speak-
ing, the audience is young people of colour, both male and female, from inner-city and working-class backgrounds able to relate to the stories being 
told in the music. The concept and work were pitched to UK Urban music media outlets such as Mixtape Madness.

Role
I worked with a friend and collaborator who headed up the concept as well as wrote and recorded the content. My role was to contribute ideas for 
visualizing the story. Ultimately, it was my responsibility to produce illustrations, typography and animation for the finalized visuals.

Process
Off the bat, aligning with my teammate on our vision was key. Understanding who we were communicating to and what we wanted to convey to them, 
and what was valuable insight for them. Finalizing the content together was the step after this.

With the content finalized and research into aesthetic and formats, I can start generating ideas, sketching and storyboarding. Constant communi-
cation with teammates is key here, to ensure alignment throughout the creative process. Once the idea is fully conceptualized, production can then 
begin, form Illustrator, to After effects, Premiere Pro and Audition.

Outcome
The result is a video essay suitable for Youtube and can be used to produce promotional social media assets. The first in a proposed series of videos 
aimed to educate the target audience on the background and history of the music they care about, informing them and educating them.
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Take Injustice Personally

Problem
How might we inform, educate and create awareness around the ongoing migrant crisis?

Users and target audience
The audience were 18-25 year olds, who have heard of amnesty international, but are not familiar with what they do or the work they do. This is a key 
demographic who whilst they may not have the money to contribute, are eager to contribute using their time and advocacy.

Role
For this project, I was the sole designer involved. It was completed as part of a competition brief for D&AD, sponsored by Amnesty International.

Process
Research first involved becoming familiar with the Amnesty international brand and how they currently communicate with their audience. Next under-
standing the audience was key. I was able to speak to university students and others within the demographic to understand their feelings around the 
issues and how they would like to be involved.

For generating ideas, it involved building out the touch-points for the campaign, being inspired by different cultures to normalize the differences in 
people’s languages and aesthetics. With the ideas settled, production could begin, which utilized digital and hand-made techniques. This included 
printmaking, pattern work, and utilizing the Adobe suite.

Outcome
The result was a campaign which included posters, leaflets, a micro-site and a youtube ad. The aesthetic referenced different cultures, with an empha-
sis on typography. Data was also used for key messaging. The assets of the campaign could also be carried over to social media platforms.
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Kupona Malaria Medikit

Problem
How might we improve the way medicines are protected, dispensed, distributed and/or taken in Sub- Saharan Africa?

Users and target audience
The target audience were people affected by malaria in Sub- Saharan Africa. As a result, frugal design was a major consideration, solutions that make 
a difference to people who may have low incomes and few resources.

Role
For this project, I was the sole designer involved. It was completed as part of a competition brief for RSA, sponsored by GSK.

Process
Off the bat, research was key. This was my first time designing in health, and so there were a lot of new considerations to be taken into account. To 
understand pharmaceutical packaging better, I was able to use a friend who worked in a pharmacy as a key resource for insights and references. Sec-
ondary research into malaria testing and prevention methods and informing people from the region on the use of the tools was the main focus.

At that point, generating ideas for the packaging was next, sketching and creating a number of paper mockups. Once finalized, a more fleshed out 
version could be produced, with the packaging designs applied and necessary infographics and documents which come with the product.

Outcome
The outcome was a malaria testing and prevention kit, packaged in a considered way. The name ‘Kupona’ means heal in Swahili, with the shield 
imagery alluding to the theme of protecting people and the community. Emphasis on infographics and informing people on use was a big part of the 
outcome.
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